
Suppliers of quality products to the Healthcare Industry est 1889.  

Australian Owned & Operated. 

Web  dbhealth.com.au 

 

Email  customerservice 

@denyer.com.au 

 

Freecall: 1800 451 446  

 

ABN: 37 000 459 174 

Medication  

Equipment 
Product range for Medication Equipment includes: 

 

Silent Knight Pillcrusher and Pouches, Maxgrind Personal Pill Crusher and 

Grinder, Medicine Cups, Drinking Cups, Original Pill Cutter, Pill Counters and 

Mediroo Lock Box 
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Silent Knight Pillcrusher 
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Description Product Code 

PILL CRUSHER - SILENT KNIGHT (EACH) NS9999a 

PILL CRUSHER POUCH - DELUXE #ROUND BASE (B/1000) NS9997 

EXCLUSIVE PILL CRUSHER POUCH 

 
The Silent Knight doesn't function alone. Its companion item 
the patented Silent Knight Pill Crusher Pouch is essential to 
guarantee max performance while reducing cost, waste  
malfunction & lost time. 
 
The pouch’s distinctive curved bottom structure assures full 
recovery of crush medication. The thick, durable construction 
effectively reduces pharmaceutical cross contamination and 
eliminates loss of medication. Pouches are Latex Free,  
Suitable for Pharmacy Applications, Safe and Hygiene  
 
Note: No other pill crusher pouch will effectively and safely 
function in the Silent Knight. Use of any other pouch will  
compromise product performance and outcome. 

The Silent Knight has long been a significant and highly trusted system component in medication management. Long term 
care facilities and hospitals around Australia use the Silent Knight everyday. 
 
Thousands of healthcare professionals and tens of thousands of patients have benefited from the performance of this 
widely used device 

ACCLAIMED BENFITS OF THE NEW SILENT KNIGHT 
 
SILENT   Won’t disturb patients or staff 
ERGONOMIC HANDLE Fits all hand sizes 
EFFECTIVE   Powerful dual action crushes pills 
    to powder in a few seconds 
PATIENT SAFETY  Eliminates cross contamination 
USER SAFETY  Maximum results with minimal  
    effort.  
    Contour cover encloses internal 
    moving parts. 

ADVANCED ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 
 
Advanced engineering and design components have been 
applied to the original Silent Knight's basic operating  and 
crushing features to create the New Silent Knight. 
 
The patented dual action “crushing and grinding”  
movements of the New Silent Knight result in silent 
smooth, effortless and effective crushing of pills to fine 
powder. 
 
The crusher handle is designed for all hand sizes to fit 
comfortably. User safety is enhanced with the specifically 
designed internal handle shock absorber. And the surgical 
quality stainless steel crushing components, along with a 
solid aluminum base and handle, make the New Silent 
Knight a powerful, highly effective and durable piece of 
medical equipment. 
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Maxgrind Personal Pill Crusher and Grinder 
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Medicine Cups and Drinking Cups 

Below are Disposable and Reusable Medicine 
Cups, Medicine Measures and Drinking Cups. 
 
MUDP1743A and VH239 are single use  
products. 
WAMM50A / WAMM50 and WABFC are  
reusable polypropylene products suitable for 
washer decontamination. 

The MAXGRIND™ Pill Crusher is designed with a dynamic quality crushing 
and grinding action to easily deliver finely crushed medication from the top 
down.  
MAXGRIND™ is a revolutionary, high-quality twist pill crusher and grinder 
featuring an ergonomic, easy-to-grip and twist design.  
There is no need to unscrew the top to check progress or retrieve  
medications!  
Retrieving crushed medication is simplified by the top down process where 
crushed medication is sifted and funneled through patterned slots into the 
clear, easy-view bottom serving cup. 

Description Product Code 

MEDICINE CUP - MULTIGATE 30ML N/S (PKT/100) MUDP1743A 

CUP - PLASTIC WHITE COFFEE 200ML (CTN/1000) VH239 

MEDICINE MEASURE—WARWICK 50ML #AUTOCLAVABLE (PKT/100) WAMM50A 

MEDICINE MEASURE—WARWICK 50ML #AUTOCLAVABLE (C/1000) WAMM50 

BEAKER FEEDER CUP GRADUATED 250ML (EACH) WABFC 

RBML308LED 

Description Product Code 

PILLCRUSHER AND GRINDER - MAXGRIND BLUE (EACH) NSMAX01B 

PILLCRUSHER AND GRINDER - MAXGRIND RED (EACH) NSMAX01R 

Comfortable anti-slip rubber grip. 

Easy dual action crushing and grinding. 

Exclusive top down crushing into serving cup. 

Free spin, pepper grinder action, delivers fine powder. 

Safe! BPA, latex-free and FDA compliant materials. 

Built-in storage with hinged lid. 
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Original Pill Cutter 
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Triangle Pill Counter 

Description Product Code 

ORIGINAL TABLET CUTTER (EACH) AMC67015 

The Triangular Pill Counting Tray is designed for round pills of the 
same type. 

Level pills into the V of the triangle and count the rows to  
determine the total number of pills in the tray. 

Description Product Code 

PILL COUNTER—TRIANGLE (EACH) AMC506 

MediRoo Wall Lock Box 

MEDIroo Lock Box are designed for securing medications, narcotics, supplies, personal  

belongings, and other valuables at the point-of-care or anywhere secure storage is needed. 

Constructed of durable 20-gauge powder-coated steel - can be cleaned with bleach and 
common surface disinfectants. 

Can be easily mounted to a wall. 

Doors open at a 180 degree angle and do not protrude into the room and door locks 
automatically when door is closed. 

 

Small—352 x 113 x 206mm 

Large—597 x 113 x 206mm 

 

Description Product Code 

MEDIROO LOCK BOX—SMALL KEYED LOCK WHITE (EACH) CR53005-81  

MEDIROO LOCK BOX—LARGE KEYED LOCK WHITE (EACH) CR53006-81  

Simple to operate mechanical pill cutter - easily cuts pills in half for easier swallowing. 

Only to be used on 1 tablet at a time. 

Must be washed between uses to avoid cross contamination. 

Not to be used with Enteric-coated tablets. 

AMC67015 


